ITegrity Wins SBA’s 2022 Mid-Atlantic Region Small Business
Prime Contractor of the Year

SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND, April 21, 2022 – ITegrity was recently awarded the Mid-Atlantic
Small Business Administration’s (SBA) Small Business Prime Contractor of the Year Award for 2022. This
award honors small businesses that have provided the Government with outstanding goods and services as
a prime contractor. To be eligible for this award, nominees had to meet rigorous criteria including contract
performance, customer satisfaction, and innovation.
“Each year since 1963, the President of the United States has issued a proclamation calling for the
celebration of National Small Business Week (NSBW). As we approach this year’s NSBW (May 2-5), we
want to take this moment to recognize outstanding small business owners like yourself for your personal
successes and contributions to our nation. More than half of Americans either own or work for a small
business, but this year, yours stood out.” Said Bibi Hidalgo, Associate Administrator of the Office of
Government Contracting and Business Development for the SBA.
As an SBA 8(a) certified small business, ITegrity’s (www.itegrityinc.com) mission has always been to
provide innovative and cost-effective solutions in technical, engineering, and management solutions to the
Federal Government. ITegrity is ISO 9001, ISO 27001, and ISO 20000 certified, as well as a CMMI Level
3 (SVC & DEV) rated business. Services offered include Software Engineering and Application Support,
Program Management, Business Intelligence, Cyber Security, Engineering Design & Configuration
Management, and Telecommunications. ITegrity has cemented their spot as an industry leader by building
quality relationships with clients, employees, and partners. A core value for ITegrity is conducting business
with integrity and customer satisfaction above profits. Services are delivered by adding value, continuous
improvement, and a genuine commitment to clients. The ITegrity team takes great pride in delivering highquality solutions with integrity, consistency, and vision.
ITegrity has had the pleasure of working with a variety of Federal Agencies including the Census Bureau,
the Internal Revenue Services (IRS), the General Services Administration (GSA), National Institutes of
Health (NIH), and various NOAA line offices, including the National Weather Service (NWS), the National
Ocean Service (NOS), the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), the Office of Marine and Aviation
Operations (OMAO), and the NOAA Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO). In the past, ITegrity
has also supported the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the Department of Transportation, and the
Department of Homeland Security. ITegrity has successfully built reliable relationships with clients, while
maintaining 100% positive feedback.
ITegrity employees are vital to their success. The Management Team strives to ensure positive employee
welfare and well-being, both personally and professionally—they successfully accomplish this through
mutual respect, listening, and responding to feedback; ultimately creating an environment in which people
can excel at what they do. ITegrity believes that by rewarding and inspiring employees it allows them to
reach their full potential and they will then go above and beyond for clients. ITegrity attracts and retains
the very best talent through competitive benefits, exceptional salary packages, and continuous training

opportunities. ITegrity is committed to creating environments that emphasizes teamwork, cooperation, and
communication both on-site and offsite.
“This award is dedicated to all ITegrity employees and is reflective of the excellence and commitment that
our employees consistently provide to our customers. Our team approaches each opportunity with passion,
dedication, and innovation—ultimately delivering the best results for our clients. We hire the brightest
industry professionals and give them a platform to thrive. ITegrity places an emphasis on a culture
immersed with empathy, trust, open communication, and career growth—which is evident in our team’s
consistent recognition and long-standing relationships with Federal Agencies.” Says Tarandeep Bawa,
ITegrity’s President and CEO.
ITegrity is always looking for new ways to expand their footprint in the Washington-Metropolitan area
through strategic partnerships. ITegrity maintains a Mentor-Protégé Joint Venture with Redhorse
Corporation, another industry leader that expands capabilities offered in Artificial Intelligence, Machine
Learning, Data Analytics, IT Infrastructure Modernization, and IT Operations and Maintenance Support.
This partnership allows offers clients a competitive edge with a robust team while delivering quality
services. ITegrity, Inc. is committed to placing business ethics above profit and finding the right solutions
for clients—ITegrity is seeking out employees and teaming partners who share in this vision.
Other notable achievements include:
•
•
•
•

2022 SBA’s Small Business Person of the Year for Maryland for ITegrity President and CEO,
Tarandeep Bawa.
Leadership Montgomery’s 2021 Evolving Employee Volunteer Program Award—an award
that recognizes businesses serving Montgomery County whose employee volunteer efforts have
demonstrated growth through service to the community.
Inc. 5000 recognition for continual growth over 3 consecutive years—a distinguished honor that
celebrates private companies, their innovation, and entrepreneurial leaders.
Washington Technology Fast 50—recognition that acknowledges the fastest-growing small
businesses in the government market according to annual growth.

More about ITegrity
Founded in 2009 and based in Maryland, ITegrity is an SBA 8(a) certified small business based in the
Washington Metropolitan area. ITegrity provides innovative and cost-effective technical, engineering, and
management support solutions to the Federal Government. Our mission is to deliver state-of-the-art services
to our clients based on an innovative approach, data driven solutions, and tailored solutions in information
technology, engineering, and professional services. We pride ourselves on our commitment to integrity,
transparency, and client satisfaction.
Connect with us online:
www.itegrityinc.com

